
NASTY RUMOURS is a Powerpop / ‘77 Punkrock band from Bern, Switzerland. 
Inspired by late 70s legends such as The Boys, The Undertones and Buzzcocks these 
Swiss Punkrockers will feed you with Powerpop choruses that will stick in your head for 
weeks. 
Formed back in 2014, the four lads since have played shows extensively across many 
countries from Europe to South Africa & Australia. The band so far released five singles 
and two full length LPs on international labels to critical acclaim. They’ve shared the 
stages with the likes of U.K. Subs, The Adicts, Stiff Little Fingers, 999, TV Smith and 
many more. 
The new full length album "Bloody Hell, What A Pity!" was released on 11. November 
2022. 12 Tracks, 24 minutes - short as your pinkie, sharp as a knife and sweet as a 
sugarcoated candy! 
 
 
 
Quotes 
 
„Girls In Love has an early N.Y. punk sound mixed to snotty British punk typed vocals, 
and powerpop injected Barbwire Heart has a chorus that won’t leave your mind for hours 
and hours…“  
- Veglam, Online Magazine (GB) 
 
„Unfassbar furioser 77er-Punkrock aus der Schweiz. Ein Spritzer PopPunk wurde 
zusätzlich hineingekippt und fertig war ein 2-Hit-Kraftpaket, das vor lauter kreativer 
musikalischer Muskelmasse kaum laufen kann...“ 
- Moloko Plus, Musicmagazine (D) 
 
 „…Switzerland’s Nasty Rumours; they play it cool, calm and collected. Snarling and 
sneering with a snappy tempo, just like The Vibrators did back in the late 1970’s. Nasty 
Rumours possesses pretty much all of the qualities I was drawn to punk music to begin 
with: short, super catchy songs that are in your face with an unbelievably snobby 
attitude…”  
- J. Castro from Audio Ammunition, Online Music Blog 
 
„Nasty Rumours hail from Bern, Switzerland. The band’s debut single Rats In A Wheel 
is out on No Front Teeth Records, and it’s definitely got that vintage early U.K. punk 
sound - right down to the very Brit-sounding vocals. With its punchy guitars, fist-pumping 
chorus, and stick-in-your-head melody, the title track represents just about everything I 
love about first wave punk.“  
- Blog by Lord Rutledge (GB) 
 
„Nasty Rumours reminds one of 70’s punk icons such as The Jam, The Clash, 
Buzzcocks and The Boys. They attract with bittersweet and heartrending power pop 
sounds that are indeed cool!!!”  
- Japanese Online Magazine 
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